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How To... Automate Error Stack Analysis

1.

Scenario

A level of automation and usability is required for daily monitoring of the requests from the error stack.
The automation should provide the user an overview of the error stack requests with optional filter
criteria for example on date and source system, feature to jump to the specific DTP maintenance or
jump to the request monitor for further analysis of the errors.

2.

Background Information

Currently the report RSB_ANALYZE_ERRORLOG provides an overview of all the DTP error stack
requests and the number of records marked with errors but does not have the flexibility to use this
information. This document provides a step by step instruction on how this information can be
obtained in the similar way as the above mentioned report and automates the process of monitoring
the error requests.

3.
•

Prerequisites
Relevant SAP Notes
{

•

1083660

Knowledge of SAP NetWeaver BW
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4.

Step-by-Step Procedure

We need to create the objects in the data flow to achieve the desired monitoring error stack capability
and the detailed steps ate listed below

4.1

Creation of Generic Extractor

...

1. The generic extractor will be based on a function module. Before creating the function module it
is necessary to create a structure in the dictionary which acts as extract structure for the data to
be extracted.
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2. In transaction SBIW create a generic extractor based on a function module
Z_ESA_EXTRACT_DATA (see Appendix) and the above created structure as the extract
structure.
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3. Go to the fields list and select the fields as shown in the following screenshot

4. From transaction RSDS replicate the DataSource creating it as object type RSDS
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5. Using the change option and on the following screen activate the DataSource if it is not already
active
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4.2

Creation of Objects in the Dataflow

...

1. Create VirtualProvider
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Choose the following characteristics and Key Figures, save and activate the InfoCube

2. Create Transformation
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3. Create DTP for Direct Access
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4.3

Creation of Query

1. Create ZQUERY_ESA on the on the InfoProvider
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2. Create exception on the KeyFigure „ Number of Records“ defining a limit
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4.4

Information Broadcasting

...

1. From the Query Designer Menu publish the query through BEx Broadcaster

2. Create new setting
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3. Define all the required settings for the broadcasting
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4.5

RRI – Maintain Sender/Receiver Assignment

Create the necessary reports to call the DTP maintenance and monitor ZESA_RRI_DTP_MAINT and
ZESA_RRI_MONITOR. In the transaction RSBBS maintain the sender / receiver assignment for the
query created above on the InfoProvider ZESACUBE
...In
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4.6

Query Results

...

1. Execute the Query

2. Using the context menu on selected record jump to DTP maintenance
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3. Check the error request in the monitor by through the context menu
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5.

Appendix

This section provides the ABAP code for the function module and reports used in the steps that are
described in the above sections.

Function Z_ESA_EXTRACT_DATA
*"---------------------------------------------------------------------*"*"Local Interface:
*" IMPORTING
*"

REFERENCE(I_REQUNR) TYPE SRSC_S_IF_SIMPLE-REQUNR OPTIONAL

*"

REFERENCE(I_DSOURCE) TYPE SRSC_S_IF_SIMPLE-DSOURCE OPTIONAL

*"

REFERENCE(I_MAXSIZE) TYPE SRSC_S_IF_SIMPLE-MAXSIZE OPTIONAL

*"

REFERENCE(I_INITFLAG) TYPE SRSC_S_IF_SIMPLE-INITFLAG DEFAULT

*"
*"

SBIWA_C_FLAG_OFF
REFERENCE(I_READ_ONLY) TYPE SRSC_S_IF_SIMPLE-READONLY OPTIONAL

*" TABLES
*"

I_T_SELECT TYPE SRSC_S_IF_SIMPLE-T_SELECT OPTIONAL

*"

I_T_FIELDS TYPE SRSC_S_IF_SIMPLE-T_FIELDS OPTIONAL

*"

E_T_DATA STRUCTURE ZSESA OPTIONAL

*" EXCEPTIONS
*"

NO_MORE_DATA

*"---------------------------------------------------------------------TYPES: BEGIN OF t_s_data,
dtp

TYPE rsbkdtpnm,

request

TYPE rsbkrequid,

datapakid TYPE rsdatapid,
record

TYPE RSARECORD,

src

TYPE RSBKSRCNM,

srctp

TYPE RSBKSRCTP,

TSTMP_H
NORECS

TYPE RSTIMESTMP,
TYPE i,

END OF t_s_data.
DATA:
g_t_data

TYPE TABLE OF t_s_data,

g_s_data

TYPE ZSERRORLOG,

l_s_select

TYPE sbiwa_s_select,

l_t_dynamic_where TYPE rsaot_t_dynamic_select,
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g_src

TYPE string,

l_t_select

type SBIWA_T_SELECT.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------DATA: tstmp_low TYPE timestamp,
tstmp_high TYPE timestamp,
tz TYPE ttzz-tzone,
dt type d.
CONSTANTS: tim_low type t value '000000',
tim_high type t value '235959'.
FIELD-SYMBOLS:
<g_s_data> type t_s_data ,
<l_s_select> type sbiwa_s_select.
STATICS:
S_COUNTER LIKE SY-TABIX.

IF I_INITFLAG = SBIWA_C_FLAG_ON.
EXIT.
ELSE.

loop at i_t_select assigning <l_s_select>.
if <l_s_select>-FIELDNM = 'SRCSYS'.
<l_s_select>-FIELDNM = 'req~src'.
<l_s_select>-SIGN = 'I'.
<l_s_select>-OPTION = 'CP'.
concatenate '*' <l_s_select>-low '*' into <l_s_select>-low.
append <l_s_select> to l_t_select.
endif.
if <l_s_select>-FIELDNM = 'REQDT'.

CONVERT DATE <l_s_select>-low TIME tim_low
INTO TIME STAMP tstmp_low TIME ZONE 'UTC+00'.

CONVERT DATE <l_s_select>-low TIME tim_high
INTO TIME STAMP tstmp_high TIME ZONE 'UTC+00'.

<l_s_select>-FIELDNM = 'req~TSTMP_H'.
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<l_s_select>-SIGN = 'I'.
<l_s_select>-OPTION = 'BT'.
<l_s_select>-LOW = tstmp_low.
<l_s_select>-HIGH = tstmp_high.
append <l_s_select> to l_t_select.
endif.
endloop.

l_s_select-FIELDNM = 'log~skipped'.
l_s_select-SIGN = 'I'.
l_s_select-OPTION = 'EQ'.
l_s_select-LOW = 'X'.
append l_s_select to l_t_select.
.
CALL FUNCTION 'RSAN_FILL_DYNAMICAL_SELECT'
EXPORTING
I_T_SELECT

= l_t_select

I_WITHOUT_RESTRICTIONS

= 'X'

IMPORTING
E_T_DYNAMIC_SELECT

= l_t_dynamic_where

EXCEPTIONS
INVALID_SELECTION_CRITERIA

=1

.
IF SY-SUBRC <> 0.
MESSAGE ID SY-MSGID TYPE SY-MSGTY NUMBER SY-MSGNO
WITH SY-MSGV1 SY-MSGV2 SY-MSGV3 SY-MSGV4.
ENDIF.

IF S_COUNTER = 0.
select
req~DTP
log~REQUEST
log~DATAPAKID
log~RECORD
req~SRC
req~SRCTP
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req~TSTMP_H
INTO CORRESPONDING FIELDS OF TABLE g_t_data
from ( RSBKREQUEST as req inner join RSBERRORLOG
as log on log~REQUEST = req~REQUID )
where (l_t_dynamic_where).
if sy-dbcnt = 0.
RAISE NO_MORE_DATA.
endif.
SORT g_t_data by request datapakid record.

DELETE ADJACENT DUPLICATES FROM g_t_data
COMPARING request datapakid record.

Loop at g_t_data assigning <g_s_data>.
g_s_data-DTP

= <g_s_data>-dtp.

g_s_data-REQ

= <g_s_data>-request.

g_s_data-DPID

= <g_s_data>-datapakid.

g_s_data-REC

= <g_s_data>-record.

g_s_data-SRC

= <g_s_data>-SRC.

g_src

= <g_s_data>-SRC.

SHIFT g_src LEFT BY 30 PLACES.
g_s_data-SRCSYS

= g_src.

if <g_s_data>-srctp = 'DTASRC'.
<g_s_data>-srctp = 'RSDS'.
endif.
g_s_data-SRCOBJTYP = <g_s_data>-srctp.
g_s_data-TIMSTMP
g_s_data-REQDT
g_s_data-NORECS

= <g_s_data>-TSTMP_H.
= g_s_data-TIMSTMP.
= 1.

APPEND g_s_data to e_t_data.
endloop.
SORT e_t_data by NORECS DESCENDING .
S_COUNTER = S_COUNTER + 1.
ELSE.
RAISE NO_MORE_DATA.
ENDIF.
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ENDIF.
ENDFUNCTION.

Report Z_ERRSTACK_RRI
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
*& Report Z_ERRSTACK_RRI
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
PARAMETERS: p_dtp TYPE /BI0/OITCTDTPID,
p_req TYPE /BI0/OITCTREQSID.
DATA:
l_dtp type rsbkdtpnm.
if NOT p_dtp is initial.
l_dtp = p_dtp.
CALL FUNCTION 'RSBK_DTP_MAINTAIN'
EXPORTING
I_DTP

= l_dtp

I_MODE

= '2'

*

I_TAB

*

I_DISPLAY_ONLY

= RS_C_FALSE

*

I_R_NAVIGATOR

=

*

I_R_AWB_REQUEST

*

=

=

IMPORTING

*

E_DTP

=

.
endif.

Report Z_ERRSTACK_RRI_MON
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
*& Report Z_ERRSTACK_RRI_MON
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
PARAMETERS: p_req TYPE /BI0/OITCTREQSID.
DATA:

l_rnr TYPE RSBKREQUID.

l_rnr = p_req.
CALL FUNCTION 'RSBM_SHOW_REQUEST'
EXPORTING
I_REQUID = l_rnr.
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